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LOCAL LEADERSHIP AND THE VIRGINIA
METROPOLITAN AREA
By S. J. MAKIELSKI, JR.
The Virginia system of government
has always placed a strong emphasis on
local initiative and freedom of action in
meeting. governmental problems. Thus
the Virginia city exercises a far wider
range of po\vers, has greater freedom of
governmental organization, and ·works
under fe'wer State-imposed limits than
municipalities in most other States in the
nation. The Virginia county has gener·
ally been more circumscribed in its
po\vers, yet today even the county is able
to operate with a great deal of freedom
in governmental matters. There is Ii ttle
question· that the Virginia system has had
enonnous success. Serious doubts, h01vever, have arisen in recent vears whether
local government alone ~n n1eet the
·major problems of an urbanizing state.
The Virginia lVletropolitan Areas
Study Commission explored at Saine
length the question of ,vhat actions local
.governments have taken to meet metropolit.an and area-wide problems.! In addition, a more recent survey examined
intcrgovernrnental relations in those
areas of the State that are beginning to
approach metropolitan status. 2 In both
cases, the emphasis was on what has been
done, that is, what local governments
have. chosen to do or not to do to meet
the problems facing their respective
areas. TI ere is, hO~Never, another and
critical dimension to the role of local
government in the metropolitan areas:
ho'v· local leadership sees and understands metropolitan problems as a first
step in taking action.
The author is Assistant Professor of Governmel1t
-and Foreiun Affairs and Research Associate, Institute of Government, University of Virginia.
1. Virginia ~letropolian Areas Study Commis·sion, Go trning the Virginia Uetropolitan Areas:
An Assessment (Richmond: Virginia ~!etropolitan
Areas Study Commission, 1967).
2. Donald C. Dixon. "Government in Virginia's
Emerging l\Ietropolitan Areas: A Profile," 44 The
University· of Virginia News Letter 25 (lVIarch 15,
1968).

A metropolitan area can be viewed
from a .number of perspectives. Standard
Metropolitan Statistical Areas are defined
on the basis of population characteristics,
commuter patterns, and a number of
other criteria. Once having won the distinction of being called a metropolitan
area, hO'wever, a heavily urbanized area
does not change its fonn, nor do its citizens and leaders necessarily change their
ways of viewing the problems facing
them or the actions they take to meet
those problems. Being "metropolitan" is
in large measure subjective, requiring an
acceptance of a new conlplexity in econOlnic, social, and governmental affairs,
and an understanding that the parts (,f
the metropolitan area must to some degree function together. It further requires that the population of the area,
and its leaders, recognize that problems
occur on a broader scale, cover a ,~?ider
range of human needs and activities, and
demand more complex solutions than in
rural or semi-rural areas.
The subjective nature of the metropolitan area is intensified in Virginia, ",here
the strong tradition of city-county sep·
aration means that legally and actually
there is a strong impulse for local governments to operate independently of
each other. The generous grants of po,vers that the State has given to local
governments further strengthens this
tendency toward separatism, since localities are not neces:,arily required to turn
to the State every time they take action
or expand their scope of operations.
There are, in Virginia, t,vo routes that
local leadership can follow in understanding the metropolitan areas in which
they live. Local leaders, both civic and
governmental, can choose to vie\v their
areas in narrow, parochial terms. The

leaders in each city, to\vn, or COUDty can
concentrate only on their .small p rt of
the metropolitan area, treat its problems
as paramount, and defend the "interests"
of their respective localities against any
form of "outside interference." Under
these circumstances, it is reasonable to
expect that local leaders will rarely attempt to promote measures that meet
broad needs, to encourage intergovernmental cooperation, or to search for so·
lutions that ,vill be responsive to a wide
range of present and future problenl.
Conversely, if local leaders understand
the problems of their areas as being truly
area-wide and as requiring general rather
. than narrowly specific efforts to prepare
for the future, then it can be. eXpected
that the ground is fertile for imaginative and aggTessive attacks on uletropolitan and urban problems. Even if action
is not immediately fcrthcoming) a clear
understanding of the nature of the metropolitan area, its range of problems,
and alternative lines of aCtion at all
levels of government means that within
the near future positive steps \vill be
take n to meet the needs of the area. The
question, then, is hov.' local .leadershi p,
both governmental and non-governmental, vie,vs the metropolitan area in
Virginia.
THE

VIE'VS OF LOCAL LEADERS

During the winter months of 1966-67,
the Institute of Governrnent gathered
data for the lVfetropolitan i\reas Study
COlnmission. Part of the information
collected in both intervievv's and nlaiI
questionnaires included the vie'tv~ of local
governmental officials on nletropolitan
area problems. Then in the spring and
early summer, the COffitnission held a
series of public hearings in all of the six
metropolitan areas during which civic
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leaders and government officials had the
opportunity to express their vie\vpoints
publicly and at length.
It is thus possible, therefore, to tabulate the reactions of local leaders to\vard
the. problems and prospects of Virginia's
metropolitan areas. For the sake of simplicity, Table 1 organizes the general
vie,vpoints of local leaders around three
majo.r sets of questions. The first of these
is hO"\v many local leaders indicate a
concern for their respective metropolitan
areas as total areas, compared with the
nUlnber of leaders \vho are concerned
only ,vith their specific locality within
the area. Second, there is a comparison
of local leaders' understanding of. their
metropolitan areas as involving only one
or two specific problems as against a
range of problems, and, finally, the table
presents the categories of problems. that
local leaders listed as existing in their
metropolitan area.
Interestingly, both local governmental

officials and local CIVIC leaders are apt
to be concerned \vith the nletropolitan
area as a \vhole, instead of having a con~
cern only with their specific localities. It
is possible to infer that local leaders recognize that their respective local governments cannot exist apart from the entire
nletropolitan area, and that. the forces
which tie a metropolitan area together
in statistical and abstract terms also
mean there is a dra\ving together of the
area into a common community. Those
local officials and civic leaders who concentrated their attention only on their
home local governments lvere most often
those coming from the' less urbanized
metropolitan areas or frorn those parts
of a metropolitan area ,which have only
recently been drawn into the orbit of
full-scale urbanizqtion.
Table 1 also indicates a tendency for
both governmental officials and local
civic leaders to see their areas as being
beset by a wide range of problems, instead of being affected by only one or
two outstanding problems. From the
viewpoint of the local leader, the attempt
to meet the metropolitan "problem" involves coping with a series of problems
which span a wide range of needs and
dernands and indicate the complexity of
urban life. As one local official said,'
"Today problems cut across boundary
lines. And in many cases, you are talking
about a whole number of related problems when you talk' about an urban
area."
When the kinds of problems that local
leaders regard as important are examined, further' light is thrown on local
understanding of the metropolitan area.
The problems which local leaders nlentioned were broken do-vln into five cate-

TABLE 1
Local Leader Concern ,vith l\Jetropoliian Area and Problems
Civic
Governmental
Leaders
Leaders
21
Number of Leaders
49
Geographic Scope of Concern
IS
27
Entire lVIetropolitan Area
6
22
Single Localitj
Diversity of Concern
16
34
Three or ~Iore Problenls
' IS
S'
T\vo or Less' Problems
Functional Areas of Concern
7
22
Financial
12
31
Service
11
11
Social
7
3
Economic"
11
28
Governmental

Total

70
42
28

50
20
29
33
22

10
39

?ories in Table 1. Financial problems
Involve efforts to increase revenues, to
match revenues with expenditures, and
to discover ,va)''' of reducing present
levels of expenditures. Service problems
consist of difficulties in providing adequate le"\ els of la,v enforcement, water
supply, sanitation, highways and transportation, fire protection, and. other basic
local government programs. The social
problems include those which involve
improving th.e general quality of life of
the inhabitants and their relations with
each other and their environment, such
as housing, race relations,' education, welfare, recreational opportunities, and
beautification programs. Economic issues
involve questions of the economic base of
the area or the locality, such as the num~
,ber of jobs available, employment and
unemployment, an'd economic develop~ent. Finally., governmental problems
In(;l~de questIons of intergovernmental
relatIons, governnlental orO'anization and
capabilities, and anne·xati~n. Significantly, local leadership tended to concentrate
on service, governnlental, and financial
problems, naming them most frequently
as the problems facin a their areas. It
is difficult to say lvhi;h of the service
problems were most important to local
leaders. Depending on the roetropolitan
area, local leaders were most worried
about water and sanitation in the Richond ar~a, for exam pIe, or transportatIon as In the Northern Virginia area.
The lack of emphasis on economic
and social problems indicates both the
relatively healthy economic base of Virginia as a ,vhole and most Virginia lOLal
governments in partiCUlar, and also,
quite possibly, a tendency to see problems that are easily visible, rather than
the less tangible aspects of urbanization.
The ~ailure to t.hink of the metropolitan
area tn economIC and social terms is unde~scored by the difference bet'\vcen local
officials and local civic leaders. Local
officials cited social and economic probIenls as matters of concern less often
than they mentioned other functional
areas. Local civic leaders, however,
showed a relatively far greater- concern
,,,,ith these problems. No doubt much of
the difference stems froIn the vantage
point of the t,vo types of leaders. Local
officials are constrained to deal lvith governmental functions and to find the resources to pay for those functions. Civic
leaders, like other citizens, spend far less
time worrying about \vhere the water is
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conling fron1, whether the police force is
adeq uate, or where a ne,v se,verage filtration plant should be located, and instead
turn their attention to social issues.
There is also good reason to believe that
many local officials tend to think of their
governnlents as being solely in the business of providing services, not as agencies
for meeting change and resolving basic
social and economic ,problems.
There is an important exception to the
generalization about the local leadership's lack of interest in social problems:
the '"leaders of, some of the major cities
and one or two of the highly urbanized
counties. In these instances, the city managers, county administrators, and elected
representatives, as well as the' civic leaders, are keenly aware of the serious social
problems which face their areas. The
local leaders in the central cities are
acutely conscious of the needs of underprivileged groups, and often express their
financial and service concerns in tenns of
efforts to upgrade the condition of the
poor. lY!oIoover, they frequently mention
questions of race relations as both shaping other kinds of social and service
problems and also affecting problems of
intergovernmental relations and the
kinds of solutions available. In this
respect" at least some of the local leaders
in Virginia cities are beginning to feel
the stresses that face other metropolitan
areas ~n the nation, especially the great
nletropolitan centers of the Northeast,
l\1idwest, and West Coast.
Of major inlportance, there is a high
incidence of concern with governmental problems. This last set of problems
,vas one to ,vhich local leaders returned
tilne and again. Understandably: the
problem that Was most often cited was
annexation. The Metropolitan Areas
Study Commission laid great stress on
annex!ltion as a source of tension and
discontent, and the responses of local
officials bear out this emphasis. But there
'was 'aIs,o a concern over whether existing
local g<?vernment organization and present efforts at intergovernmental cooperation were sufficient to meet the growing
needs of an urbanizing State. As a general rule, local officials were better satisfied with local government organization
than SOtne of the civic leaders ~·ere;
'while ,most civic leaders seemed to feel
that there ,vas ,more local government
cooperation than most local government
officials '\Tere ,villing to acknowle·dge.
The general picture ,vhich emerges
from the responses of local leadership in-

dicates a basic awareness of and concern
in the problems of nletropolitan government and the effects of rapid urbanization. Despite the strong inducements for
purely local responses to metropolitan
problems, a substantial majority of local
leaders see their localities as part of the
entire metropolitan area and are 'willing
to admit that their areas face major
problems that have thus far gone unsolved.
SOLUTIONS

TO

METROPOLITAN

PROBLEMS

Local leaders not only admit that their
areas have problems, but the vast rnajority were willing to recommend means of
solving what they saw as problems. Table
2 presents the solutions that local leadership offered as workable approaches to
metropolitan problems. l\1any leaders offered more than one solution, since some
felt that specific responses were required
for different problems.
As Table 2 indicates, the most popular
solution was greater State effort. In general, this attitude reflected a desire for
the State to provide more direct financial
assistance to localities, either in "block"
grants 'with few strings attached, or for
specific programs, particularly transportation, ,velfare, and education. In SOlne
cases, local leaders asked the State to require local governments to adopt a specific fonn of governlnent, to force local
action where it had not been forthcoming, either in governmental consolidation or in given policy areas, or actually,
to take over programs presently administered at the local level, such as welfare
,and city streets. The great preponderance of the reaction was, however, for increased financial aid from the State. As
one local official said, "The State has for
too long been indifferent to the needs of
local governments and this need is in the
category of more money." It should be

noted that this reaction is closely related
to local leadership views of the kinds of
problems facing metropolitan areas: improved and extended services and the
money to pay for these services.
The second most popular solution was
for increased local intergovernmen;tal
cooperation. 1\'1any local officials, and a
number of local civic leaders, felt that
intensified voluntary efforts at meeting
service problems would not only alleviate the service problems themselves but
also increase the financial resources available to local governments within the
metropolitan area.
Two striking additional patterns
emerge. First" fe\v leaders offered cooperative State-local action as solutions to
metropolitan problems. In general, it was
accepted that the State and local governments are entirely separate levels of government, with separate needs and interests, despite rhetoric' to the, contrary. Although local governments were willing
to accept direct or indirect State aid, they
,offered few proposals for joint action,
and even when it was suggested that the
State and local governments should cooperate more, these calls rarely offered
concrete approaches to cooperation.
Second, it ,vas clear that metropolitan,vide action ,~as far less popular than
either State action or local action. In
those areas '\vhere councils of government
were in operation, it was felt that these
advisory bodies ,vere useful and could.
and should do more to meet metropolitan needs. The same reaction characterized recomnlendations for more regional
planning. Councils of governrnent and
regional planning agencie~ have, however, only the power to advise and recommend. They cannot take substantive
steps to meet problems. Although useful
in encouraging intergovernmental cooperation, both kinds of agencies are only

TABLE 2
Solutions to l\tIetropolitan Problems As Recommended by Local Leadership
Governmental
Civic
Leaders
Leaders
Solution
Total
14
Local Action Alone
6
20
19
. Joint Local Action
8
27
9
1
10
State-Local Action
20
9
29
State Action
l'vletropolitan Action
6
10
16
Regional Planning
7
10
Councils of Government
3
6
6
Regional Special Districts
4
3
7
Consolidation
1
lVIetropolitan Government
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high-level forums for debate and discussion. Lbcal governments still must adopt
and implement the recommendations.
Regional special districts to handle one
or n\ 0 functional problems, such as
water and sanitation or transportation,
were recommended by some local government officials, and consolidation ,vas considered a practjcal solu.tion by some leaders, most notably in the Richmond and
Roanoke areas. There was, however,
practically no suggestion for a meaningful fonn of metropolitan government.
Local leaders either were indifferent to
or suspicious of a "third layer" of government which would be charge'd with
the job of conducting area-'\vide governmental functions.
The figures on suggested solutions,
however; do not reveal the nature of the
opposition to various proposals. lVlany local leaders ~'ere unfavorably disposed
towards heightened levels of metropolitan action of any kind, and many county
leaders were understandably suspicious
of consolidation. Further, by no means
were all local leaders in favor of i~
creased State action. Many felt that local,
governments presently have all the pow, ers they need to meet the problems facing them were they willing to use those
pow·ers. They argued that greater State
effort \vould mean increased State control and interference in local affairs.
The data' indicate, then, that while
. local leaders understand and feel the
problems of metropolitan status, their
. fundamental attitude toward meeting
these problems still rests on a belief in
the effectiveness of local effort. Granted
that many believe the State should help'
meet the costs of metropolitan problerns
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and that intergovernmental cooperation
and discussion are useful, either through
direct efforts at the local level or through
regional planning and councils of government, local leaders still argued that
local -initiative and action were the necessary ingredients to meeting arid solving
problems. State' centralization on a.ny
broad scale, metropolitan government
with real powers, and even general Statelocal efforts were generally unacceptable.
While local leaders in metropolitan Virginia recognize that they live in a. metropolitan and urban era and understand
many of the problems connected with
this change of status, they maintain a
finn faith in the overall adequacy of the
present fonns and methods of government and the tradition of strong local
government in meeting' rna jor problems
of governing the State.
IMPLICATIONS FOR THE FUTURE

While it should be recognized that the
attitude of local leaders change, as do
the attitudes of all people, this profile
of local leadership viewpoints reveals
that the State is not yet ready for any
major new departures in meeting urbanization. Whether local government as
Virginia no,v knows it is adequate for an
urban State is, of course, a debatable
point. Strong evidence can be cited on
both sides of the argument, illustrating
either the "failure" of local governments
or demonstrating that, in fact, local gov~
ments have evolved and responded to
the new conditions of metropolitan life.
That a "metropolitan viewpoint" exists
at the local level, and that there are
problems at the local government level
are undeniable. The extent to which
these factors are to be converted into

new approaches to government is far less
sure. Clearly metropolitan leadership still
intends to rely primarily on "self-help,"
to adapt present procedures. to meet the
problems that they recbgnize, and to call '
on the State for grea,ter assistance.
Equally clearly, metropolitan leadership
does not presently intend to resort to
rnajor structural innovations or to massive transfers of 'po,ver to the State.
The future then probably means, first,
a period of increased State financial assistance to local goverl men
with local
initiative and interest continuing to be
predominant. Unless this solution turns
out to be more workable in Virginia
than it ha.s been in other states, there
will probably follow a period of more
aggressive ,experimentation at both the
local and State levels, with increased
emphasis on cooperation, joint efforts,
and strengthened State participation in
urban problems. Whether this period
,viII be followed in time with the creation of strong metropolitan goverriments,
'with rnajor transfers oJ local f , nctions to
the State, or, even possibly, a drastic
reorganization of local govern,ment is too
remote to predict. The p'robabilities are
that local leaders will become increasingly a,vare of the social problems that
face their areas and realize that present
efforts to relate social, service, and governnlental problenls as part of the same
complex lvorld are inadequate. Acceptable alternatives to match realization
with action still do not seem to be present. There is little reason to doubt that
a time of self-exam~nation, failure, frustration, and perhaps even crisis, will have
to occur before local leaders are "Tilling
to recast their attitudes to'\'lards metropolitan Virginia.
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